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ly awaited the advent of his sister to yield up their ready-
corned treasures. Even old Felix, who had hitherto mani-
fested the most consummate skill and prudence in the man-
agement of his daughter's interests, was inoculated with this
insane spirit of adventure, excusable in a man of thirty, but
strange indeed in one of his age and experience. The conta-
gious vertigo resembled the fatal one of old which was the
precursor of the ruin of the nation. In the present case it
was the hitherto fortunate Rachel who was doomed to pay
the penalty of the family error.
From the day the fascinating vision of.the American placw
took possession of their bewitched imagination, there was no
peace for Rachel. Continually pointing to the golden mirage
the demon of covetousness spread before them, they assailed
her with constant solicitations- Raphael, Sarah, Dinah, Leah,
incessantly dinned into her ears the 1,700,000 francs realized
by Jenny Lind in thirty-eight nights. An estimate was made
of the expenses and profits of the expedition: the latter were
not to amount to less than 2,554,600 francs. Of this sum
Rachel was to receive 1,200,000 francs free of all expenses;
her three sisters, 170,000 francs each. As to Raphael, he was
to have all he could make after paying expenses.
The least reflection, the least experience of men and things
would haye shown the weak points of this plan of campaign,
and dispelled all illusions. But these children of Israel were
so completely carried away, American dollars shone so bright-
ly before their dazzled eyes, they could not perceive how little
connection existed between the easy gains made in a foreign
land by a singer or a dancer and those made by a tragic actress.
Music, pantomime, and dancing are universally understood
and appreciated; they are at home wherever they go. A fine
singer, a graceful dancer, exert the same fascination on the
audience, whatever may be their nation. To understand them,
no interpretation, no preliminary studies are required; their
aim is |he gratification of the eye and ear only.
It is far otherwise with the tragic actress, who, even in the
country whose language she speaks, can only expect constant
patronage from a certain class, the klite of society} for taste
aoct Question are needed to appreciate her art: she offers no

